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Abstract
This paper presents a combination of enhancement techniques for fingerprint images affected by different type of
noise. These techniques were applied to improve image quality and come up with an acceptable image contrast.
The proposed method included five different enhancement techniques: Normalization, Histogram Equalization,
Binarization, Skeletonization and Fusion. The Normalization process standardized the pixel intensity which
facilitated the processing of subsequent image enhancement stages. Subsequently, the Histogram Equalization
technique increased the contrast of the images. Furthermore, the Binarization and Skeletonization techniques
were implemented to differentiate between the ridge and valley structures and to obtain one pixel-wide lines.
Finally, the Fusion technique was used to merge the results of the Histogram Equalization process with the
Skeletonization process to obtain the new high contrast images. The proposed method was tested in different
quality images from National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) special database 14. The
experimental results are very encouraging and the current enhancement method appeared to be effective by
improving different quality images.
Keywords: classification, fingerprint, identification, image enhancement, image pre-process
1. Introduction
The quality of the ridge and valley in a fingerprint image is an essential characteristic, as these structures contain
all the information associated with fingerprint features (Yager & Amin, 2004b). However, in real applications it
is very rare to find images with perfect quality due to factors like skin variations, impression conditions and the
illumination effect of capture devices. Due to these different types of noise that affect the clarity of fingerprint
patterns, image enhancement techniques are often employed to reduce this noise effect and enhance the
definition of ridges and valleys. Applying enhancement algorithms to fingerprint images is necessary for
recovering low quality fingerprint images. For the fingerprint image quality to have good intensity there must be
a high contrast between ridges and valleys. There must also be clear continuity in the ridge structures. Ideally,
perfect images show alternating ridges and valleys that flow in locally constant direction. These are called high
contrast images. This regularity in the fingerprint patterns facilitates the process of feature extraction. An
example of a high quality fingerprint image can be seen in Figure 1(a) while low quality fingerprint images are
shown in Figure 1(c). With regards to Figure 1(b), low quality images can be characterized by low contrast, and
Figure 1(d) shows an over ink image with high noise levels and obvious distortions. These combined effects are
known as spurious effects.
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(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 1.. Quality of finngerprint imagges: (a) Good, ((b) Low contraast (c) Wet andd (d) Over ink (source NIST 14)
y is a
In order too develop a high performancce Automatic Fingerprint Iddentification Syystem (AFIS),, image quality
key factorr (Yager & Am
min, 2004a). F
Fingerprint im
mage samples aare often distoorted by smudgges or blotche
es. In
poor quality fingerprint images, the vaalleys and ridgges are not cleaar and discontiinuities exist inn the ridges an
nd are
often caused by random interference inn the capturingg devices (A. K
K. Jain, Pankaanti, & Bolle, 11997). Overcoming
the problem
ms related to extreme
e
contraast conditions (low contrast or high contraast) and associaated discontinu
uities
of the finggerprint patterrns is a challeenge. Thereforre, it is necesssary to apply fingerprint im
mage enhancement
before anyy processes procedure
p
(Çaavuşoğlu & G
Görgünoğlu, 20008). In this paper, fingerpprint images were
normalizedd by using graayscale normaalization to staandardize the iintensity of thee pixels, and tthe contrasts of
o the
images weere improved using
u
Histograam Equalizatioon. To solve tthe problem oof discontinuityy, Binarization
n and
Skeletonizzation approachhes were applied. In the finaal step, Fusionn algorithms w
were applied too the output im
mage,
and with tthe help of Skkeletonization and Histogram
m Equalizatioon, enhanced tthe quality of fingerprint im
mages
overall proocesses are sum
mmarized in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The proposed enhhanced fingerpprint image tecchnique
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2. Grey-levvel Normalizaation
Pixel intennsity values off fingerprint im
mages of one ppart of an imaage may differr from that of aanother part due to
the sensitiivity of the caapture device w
with respect too the temperatture and also environmentall illumination.. The
intensity vvalues of the grayscale
g
imagges are normallly between 0 aand 255. The vvalues of the ggrayscale from
m 0 to
128 are coonsidered loweer-range, whichh typically resuults in dark im
mages (under-exposure). The upper-range of
o the
greyscale llevels, with vaalues from 1288 to 255, referss to the bright part of the im
mages (over-expposure). In ord
der to
capture ann image with uniform
u
characcteristics, and tto remove the noise that is iintroduced by the sensor, as well
as limitingg the variation in grey-level values along tthe ridges and valleys, a norrmalization tecchnique needs to be
applied. Thhe grayscale normalization
n
ttechnique is a process used tto standardize the intensity level of pixels in an
image by adjusting the range of greyy-level values. It does so byy using the staatistical param
meters of mean
n and
variance. T
The Normalizaation method proposed by ((A. Jain, 1998) is adopted inn this study duue to its efficiiency
and simpliicity. The methhod consists off three steps: IIn the first stepp, a global mean value of thee fingerprint im
mage
is determinned. In the seccond step, the gglobal variancee value of the fingerprint imaage is computeed. In the finall step,
new intenssity values are calculated. Thhis process dettail can be sum
mmarized as folllows:
i.
ii.

L
Let I(i, j) denoote the grey-leevel or intenssity value of the pixel at tthe i row aand j colum
mn of
W × H pixels of fingerprint image size.
L
Let M and V denote the gglobal mean annd global variaance values off I(i, j), respecttively as follow
ws:
M =

∑

×

∑

I(x, y)

(1)

and
V =
iii.

×

∑

∑

(I(x, y) − M )

(2)

C
Calculate the normalized
n
greey-level valuee for pixel (i, j) of the fingeerprint image,, which is den
noted
by N(i, j) as folllows:
M +
N(x, y) =
M −

(( , )

)

(( , )

)

if I(x, y) > M
(3)
o
otherwise

Where M and V referr to the desireed mean and vvariance valuees, respectivelyy. Normalizatiion is a pixel--wise
operation tthat does not change
c
the claarity of the riddge and valley structures. Evven if normalizzation is performed
on the enttire image, thiss process cannnot compensatte for the intennsity variationns in different parts of the im
mage
due to fingger pressure diifferences. Forr this paper thee values of botth M and V are set at 1288. An example
e of a
fingerprintt image that haas gone througgh the normalizzation process is provided inn Figure 3 a, annd b.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Grey-level noormalization: ((a) Original im
mage (Source N
NIST Databasee 14: f00000088) (b) Normaliz
zed
image
3. Contrasst Enhancemeent
Although the Normalizzation process standardizes the intensity of the pixelss, the problem
ms with the im
mage
contrasts sstill have to bee overcome. Thhe image contrrast problem caan be classifieed as being eithher high contra
ast or
224
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low contraast. It is geneerally caused by impressioons of the finngertip during an ink scan and the effect of
illuminatioon in a live sccan. Therefore,, a Histogram Equalization (HE) techniquue is applied w
which is consid
dered
the most ccommon approoach for improoving the appeaarance of poorr quality imagees. In this papper, the method
d that
have been used was adoppted from the sstudy of (Hanooon, 2011) as ffollows:
( )=

(4)

255
Where P ((r ) is between 0 and 1, k = 0, 1, … , 2
n is the tootal number of pixels.

n is thee number of ppixels at intennsity level r

and

The new inntensity value S for level k is derived from the folloowing formula::
=

=

(5)

In other w
words, the valuees in a normalized histogram
m approximate the probabilitty of occurrencce of each inte
ensity
level in thhe image. A siignificant conttrast differencees between thee normalized hhistogram andd the equalized
d one
illustrate tthe effectiveneess of the HE
E as a principal contrast ennhancement tool. The resultt of the Histogram
Equalizatioon Enhancemeent will be grayyscale image aas illustrated inn Figure 4 (a), (b), (c) and (dd).

(b)

(a)

(d)
(c)
Figure 4. (a), (b) Normaalized image w
with its histogrram before HE
E, while (c), (d)) Enhanced im
mage after HE with
w
itss histogram
4. Binarizzation
Binarizatioon is a processs that convertss the grayscalee image into bbinary form. A pixel value oof 0 is assigned to
the black aarea of the finggerprint imagee that represennts the ridge linnes, and a pixeel value of 1 iidentifies the white
w
area in thee images that reepresents the vvalleys. The Binarization appproach is usedd to keep the chharacteristics of
o the
fingerprintt ridge structuure and to reemove some oof the cohesioon between thhe patterns. T
The final resu
ult of
Binarizatioon is a clear im
mage. In this sttudy, the Binarrization techniique used is noot static, so a ddynamic calculation
is perform
med on the threeshold value too fill in any exxisting gaps annd that methodd was adoptedd from the stud
dy of
(Fu, Huang, & Xu, 20133). In other woords, filling in of the gaps is accomplished
d by calculatingg the average value
v
of the greyy-level for the related pixel P(i, j) in each w × w blockk. Then, threshhold value T = P ∓ ∂ off each
block is obbtained, wheree ∂ ∈ 5, 10 (obtained frrom a series oof experiments). The size of the block play
ys an
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important role in this method. In thhis study, a 15 × 15 blockk size was em
mpirically choosen and used
d for
processingg of the separaation. The graddient value forr each pixel waas compared w
with the threshhold value. If itt was
larger thann the thresholdd, a gray value of 1 was asssigned, otherw
wise the value was 0. Due too some of the noise
n
in the origginal images which
w
skewed tthe results, thee fill method w
was applied byy using a blockk size of 3 × 3 to
fill in eachh pixel.
The processs is describedd as follows:
1.
2.

T
The input fingeerprint image iss divided into q non-overlappping blocks off 15 × 15 piixels.
F
For each block,, calculate the mean using Eqquation (3.6) aas follows:
=

3.

1
15 × 15

(, )

(6)

C
Calculate the thhreshold T :
=

(7)

−

where ∂ = 7 (impiricallly determinedd)
4.
5.
6.

C
Compare the middle
m
pixel’s value with T;; if the value is greater thann T, assigned a 1, otherwise the
value is 0.
R
Repeat Step 2 until
u
all the bloocks are exhauusted.
U
Upon completioon of the first cycle of Binarrization, follow
wing is fill-in-tthe-gaps proceedure: a windo
ow of
3 × 3 with centtre pixel P , deenoted by Figuure 5, is used to scan the enntire image froom left-to-right and
toop-to-bottom to localize the nnoise (if any) uusing the folloowing rules givven by equatioons (8), (9).
P1

P2

P3

P4

Pi

P5

P6

P7

P8

Figurev 5. A 3x3 window: the centre pixxel and its neigghbours
=

+

+

+

+

+

(8)

= + + + + +
If (R = 0
0) or (R = 0)
0 then P is given a value of 0 which is black.

(9)

If (R1 + R
R2) >= 7 theen P is givenn a value of 1 which is whitte
This algorrithm shows a significant im
mprovement of the ridge strructure of the fingerprint im
mage. The dyn
namic
threshold vvalue was used to remove thhe noise in thee foreground oof the fingerprint image as eevidently illustrated
in Figure 6 (a), (b).

(a)

(b)

F
Figure
6. Binarrization: (a) Noormalized imaage, (b) Binarizzed image
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5. Skeletonization
The abovee binarization process conveerts fingerprinnt images into black dots w
which representt the ridges with
w a
value of 0
0, while the whhite dots signiffy the valleys w
with a value off 1. On the hannd, skeletonizaation (thinning
g) is a
technique that is normallly used on binarized images by reducing thhe thickness off a certain patttern shape until it is
represented by 1-pixel wide
w
lines. Thhe method wass used in this sstudy, was adoopted from thee work of (Jun
n-Sik
Kwon, Junn-Woong Gi, & Eung-Kwann Kang, 2001)). This thinninng procedure is performed sseparately on every
e
pixel P aappearing as bllack dots, highhlighting the riidges of the finngerprint, by eexamining the nearest neighb
bours
around it, as shown in Figure 7. In ordder to make thee right decision about the pixxel P , three rrules were set up to
test if the pixel P can be
b removed froom the ridge w
without affectinng the flow annd connectivityy of the lines while
w
still preserrving the ridgee endings.
P1

P2

P3

P8

Pi

P4

P7

P6

P5

Figure 7.
7 A 3 × 3 pixel mask off the nearest neeighbours mappped around
This set off rules can be described
d
as foollows:
Rule 1
i.
ii.
iii.
ivv.

2

( ) 6.
( ) = 1.
× × = 0.
× × = 0.

Where D((Pi) represents the number oof neighbours w
with values off 0:
( ) = 1 + 2 +⋯+ 8
T (P ) is the number of
o transactionss from black tto white patteerns in the neighbours:
( ) = ( 1| 2)&((~ 1) + ( 2| 3)&(~ 2) + ⋯ + ( 8| 1
1)&(~ 8)
Examples of rule 1 are shhown in Figurre 8

(a)

(b)
Figuure 8. (a), (b) and (c) Exampples of rule 1

(10)
(11)

(c)

r
1 obtainedd the value forr D(P ) in Fiigure 8 (a), (bb) and (c) is 3
3, 4, 6 respectiively,
In the aboove example, rule
and the vaalue of T (P ) in Figure 8 (a), (b) and (c) is 1, 2, 3 resspectively. Althhough the abovve rule reduced the
size of botth horizontal and
a vertical linnes, it may not truly represennt slanting lines that are 2-pixxels wide. To solve
s
this probleem, another sett of rules was uused to neutrallize that effectt.
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Rule 2:
ii.
iii.
iiii.
ivv.

3

(
6.
= ( ) = 1.
× × = 0.
× × = 0.

Rule 2 preevents erasingg the 2-pixel w
wide lines, buut it cannot prooduce 1-pixel wide lines. Inn order to pro
oduce
1-pixel wide lines, rule 3 is implementted with follow
wing conditionns:
Rule 3:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×

=1&
=1&
=1&
=1&

= 0.
= 0.
= 0.
= 0.

Patterns inn which pixels P are removed in the seconnd Skeletonizaation can be seeen in Figure 99.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Skeletonizationn: (a - d) Exam
mples of rule 3 effects
Figure 10. S
U
The examiination of the pixels P is ddone in repetittion where thee first two rulee sets are appllied in turns. Upon
completionn of each iteraation, the affeccted pixels aree removed from
m the image. This process iis repeated unttil all
pixels are exhausted. Thhe second Skeeletonization pprocess removees the remainiing pixels to pproduce the 1-pixel
wide lines. This process takes only onne iteration. Thhe image is theen converted bback resulting iin a skeleton of
o the
binarized ffingerprint imaage. The flow diagram is shoown in Figure 10.
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Figure 100. Flow diagram
m of the Skelettonization proccess
An exampple of fingerprinnt image that hhas gone throuugh the Skeletoonization proceess is providedd in Figure 11.

(a)
(b)
Figuree 11. Skeletonization: (a) Thee input Binarizzed image (b) S
Skeleton imagge
6. Proposeed Image Fusion
Discrete C
Cosine Transfoorm (DCT) is used to fuse bbetween Histoogram Equalizeed image and Skeleton image to
produce ann enhanced im
mage with a cleear ridge structture and an accceptable contraast. Firstly, both input fingerrprint
images aree divided intoo non-overlappping blocks off 8 × 8 pixelss. For each bllock, a two diimensional DC
CT is
calculated using the folloowing equationn:
229
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(2 + 1)
cos
2

(2 + 1)
2

(12)

where
=0
()=

(13)
≠0

=0
( )=

(14)
≠0

, = 0, 1, 2, … , − 1, ℎ
= 8.
Subsequently, the mean and variance for each N × N block are calculated from their DCT coefficients using
equations (15) and (16) respectively as derived from (Haghighat, Aghagolzadeh, & Seyedarabi, 2011):
=

=

1

1

( , )

(

( , )−

(15)

)

(16)

The fusion process using DCT is based on the maximum information for each pixel block of both DCT images
(Histogram Equalization (HE) and Skeletonization (SK)). The high information used in this study depended on
the variance values of each block. In other words, the fusion process compared the variance values for each
block, where the block with the highest value was included and the other ignored. From both processed DCT
images, a final DCT image was obtained using equation (17) below.
(, )
(, ) =

(, )

(

)

>

(

)

(

)

<

(

)

(17)

images that were obtained back to fusion images with clear ridges, an inverse
In order to convert the dct
transform was applied and calculated using the formula in (18).
( , )=

() ()

( , ) cos

(2 + 1)
cos
2

For i, j = 0,1,2, … , N − 1.
The summary of the fusion process is explained in the diagram in Figure 12 below:
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H
Histogram
image

Fusion
pprocess

Block

S
Skelton

DCT

Inverse

Fusion

ttransform

Image

Compute

iimage

Figurre 12. Summarry of the DCT ffusion processs
ast as
The outpuut of the fusionn process wass a enhanced greyscale imaage with clear ridge flow annd high contra
shown in F
Figure 13.

(a)
(b)
Figure 13. (a) Original imagge (b) Fused im
mage (NIST F00000008)
7. Experim
mental Resultts
Our methoodology has beeen tested usinng different quaality images obbtained from N
National Instituute of Standard
d and
Technologgy (NIST) Speccial Database 14. Fingerprinnt images from
m the NIST Speecial Databasee 14 are raw da
ata of
various quualities: clear,, low-contrast, cut and wett. The evaluaation of the cuurrent methodd based on viirtual
inspectionn of different quality
q
images.. In good qualiity images, thee effect of the Binarization aand Skeletonization
processes became clearlly visible by iincreasing thee contrast betw
ween the printts’ ridges and valleys. Using
g the
Binarizatioon process a value
v
of 0 waas assigned to bblack pixels, rrepresenting thhe fingerprint rridges, and a value
v
of 1 was assigned to white
w
pixels, reepresenting thee valleys. The Skeletonizatioon processes rreplaced more than
one successsive wide pixeel by just one ppixel wide linee as shown in F
Fig ure14.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 144. Results of thhe current metthod on good qquality image w
where (a) Origginal image (b)) Enhanced image
(Source NIIST Special Daatabase 14 (Fille name: F0000118)
ween the pixells with the briightest and da
arkest
The imagee contrast wass achieved bassed on the relationship betw
intensity. T
The images with high intenssity of white ppixels are referrred to as the bbrightest imagges, or low con
ntrast
images. Thhese images are
a the result oof the illuminaation effect w
when using a capture device in live scans, or a
weaker im
mpression of the fingertip in iink scans. Thee fingerprint riddges and valleeys in low conttrast images ca
annot
be seen cllearly, and som
me parts of thhe images are missing. Thee current enhanncement methhod appeared to
t be
effective iin improving the
t quality off low contrast images. The Histogram Eqqualization proocess increased
d the
darkest pixxel intensities and the fusioon process recoovered most oof the missing parts of the ffingerprint pattterns
illustrated in Figure15 annd Figure 16.

(a)
(b)
where (a) Origginal image (b)) Enhanced ima
age
Figure 15. Results of thhe current metthod on low coontrast image w
(Source NIIST Special Daatabase 14 (Fille name F00000958)

(a)
(b)
where (a) Origginal image (b)) Enhanced ima
age
Figure 16. Results of thhe current metthod on low coontrast image w
(Source NIIST Special Daatabase 14 (Fille name F00011972)
mperature, hum
midity and preessure also afffect the qualityy of the fingerrprint
Environmeental conditionns such as tem
images. Dry skin tends to
t lead to unevven contact off a finger’s riddges with a scaanner plate’s surface, resultin
ng in
232
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broken riddges and manyy white pixels replacing thee ridge structuure. Converselyy, the valleys of a fingertip with
oily skin ttend to ﬁll upp with moisturre, making them appear blaack in an imaage, similar too a ridge struc
cture.
Using the current enhaancement methhod the ridge and valley ppatterns of priints were smooothed and able to
improve thhe quality of thhese images ass shown in Figuure 17 and Figgure 18.

(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Results of the current methhod cut image w
where (a) Origginal image (b)) Enhanced im
mage (Source NIST
N
Speecial Database 14 (File namee: F0000036)

(a)

(b)

Figure 18.. Results of thee current methhod wet image where (a) Origginal image (bb) Enhanced im
mage (Source NIST
N
Speecial Database 14 (File namee: F0000411)

8. Conclussion
We have ppresented a new
w combinationn methodologyy of fingerprinnt image enhanncement. These shortcoming
gs are
overcome and the imagge quality is extraordinarilyy improved bby applying vvarious enhanccement techniques.
Histogram
m Equalization process is used to increasee the image coontrast. Furtheermore, Binarizzation followe
ed by
Skeletonizzation processees is carried oout to eliminatte the problem
m related to dissconnectivity in the fingerprint’s
patterns. B
By taking thee advantage oof the previouus enhancemennt processes, fusion techniqque using DC
CT is
implementted on the results acquuired from H
Histogram Equalization aand Skeletoniization proce
esses.
Consequenntly, an image with high conntrast and connnective patternss is achieved.
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